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Editorials

Vaccination and the Eradication of
Infectious Diseases

limen could leam from history, what lessons it might teach us. But passion and
party blind our eyes, and the light shines only on the waves behind us.

=-Samuel Taylor Coleridge

In 1974, the Haffkine Institute marked its Platinum Jubilee with international
symposia in Bombay (Mumbai) on subjects including diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus
(DPT) and cholera vaccines. As an invited guest, I was proud to contribute.':" but,
looking back, it is sad that so few of our vaccination goals have been reached.

Smallpox alone has been eradicated, partly because the virus had only one
immunological type and partly because financial rewards for reporting cases led to
vaccination of contacts which resulted in local herd-immunity. In those days, there
was no c1amour to alter the vaccine although it was not entirely safe, no excessive cost
of purification or genetic engineering, no rush to vaccinate at an unduly early age, and
no theoretical complaints that the vaccine failed to provide cell-mediated immunity
or local IgA antibody.

What about eradication of other diseases for which immunological evidence
already exists but implementation is thwarted?

Multiple immunological types of the microbe
There is general recognition of type-specific immunity against the various kinds of
meningococcus, and influenza and polio viruses. Each of the vaccines against these
organisms must contain multiple strains of the microbe, in proportions which provoke
a balanced antibody response in the recipient. However, the main cause of past
failures with cholera, typhoid and pertussis vaccines lies in this simple but widely
overlooked principle. How often do efficacy studies of these vaccines include
antibody response assays for the appropriate range of surface antigens?

With cholera it has been known. that immunity is antibacterial (not antitoxic) and
that it is serotype-specific (but not biotype-specificj.Y The vaccine should produce
a balanced response to the surface antigens, Inaba and Ogawa, of the on-going
seventh pandemic strains,' and now also to the Bengal antigen of the eighth
pandemic.' The single Inaba strain in a currently advocated live oral vaccine cannot
be expected to meet these requirements," Moreover, an oral vaccine is liable to lead
to immunological tolerance, so that subsequent doses do not boost the respcnse.!"

With typhoid, the surface antigen is 0 on some strains and Vi on others, so the
vaccine should produce antibodies to both these antigens! .• and not merely to one or
the other as with some currently recommended vaccines (parenteral Vi extract or oral
Vi-negative strain), each of which gives only partial protection. Also, the H antigen
probably has a protective role; and so an acetone-killed vaccine (with 0, H and Vi
antigens) gives far greater protection than a heat-killed one (with mainly 0 antigen).' .•

With pertussis, the vital importance of the major agglutinogens I, 2 and 3 (present
in different combinations on various strains of the bacterium) is recognized by the
World Health Organization (WHO) advice'" that the vaccine should contain all three
antigens. There have been numerous examples of vaccine failure when this advice
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was not heeded." Yet, manufacturers are free to use their own choice of antigens in
their vaccines; and trials of vaccine efficacy rarely include assay of the three
agglutinins in the sera of vaccinated children.'?

Excessive cost of purification or of genetic engineering
The glorification of scientific expertise and the rejection of simple but effective
remedies continues to be in vogue. II Concern is now being expressed about the
proportion of resources used for vaccine research rather than vaccine delivery. 12It is
only in rare cases (such as hepatitis B, where there is no simple alternative) that
genetic engineering is justifiable; the hepatitis B vaccine costs more than the total cost
of BCG, OPT, measles and polio vaccines."

The urge to purify microbial extracts for the perfect (acellular) vaccine with
minimal adverse reactions must also be questioned. Pertussis is a good example,
where safety has sometimes taken precedence over efficacy." (The philosophy seems
to be: Better the vaccine that does less harm than the one that does some good!) The
whole-cell pertussis vaccine (containing the three agglutinogens) is both safe and
highly effective, and the alleged association with encephalopathy is now disproved.v'
Moreover, a recent trial of acellular vaccines in Sweden" has shown that protection
correlates with antibodies to fimbriae (which may be related to the agglutinogens)!?
rather than antibodies to other components (such as pertussis toxoid) which most
acellular vaccines contain. Meanwhile, WHO advises (because of efficacy as well as
COSt)14 that 'whole-cell pertussis vaccine should remain the mainstay of national
immunization programmes'.

The mad rush for unduly early vaccination
If the human host is the ultimate reservoir of infection and the microbial transmission
critically curtailed, the disease can be eradicated even if 800/0-90% of the susceptible
population is immune. This herd-immunity indirectly protects infants who are too
young to give an adequate response to vaccination. Thus, in many countries,
diphtheria and poliomyelitis have been eliminated. But herd-immunity does not
develop if the rate of vaccine uptake is too low, or if individual response is weak
because of residual maternal antibodies or immunological immaturity. One or more
of these reasons has prevented many countries from eliminating pertussis and
measles.

With pertussis, a vaccination schedule starting at 3 months of age gives a better
response than that started at 6-8 weeks.' The widely used 3-4-5 months schedule has
eliminated pertussis in many countries. No country has yet achieved such success
with an earlier first dose.

With measles, the detrimental effect of an early first dose has been shown in many
countries including India.' The optimal age of vaccination is 15 months (evidence-
based medicine!). Not only does a dose at 9 months give a weaker immune response:
the eventual response to two doses at 9 and 15 months is much weaker than that to a
single dose at 15 months (immunological tolerance). Very wisely, in Latin America"
the formerly used injection schedule at 9 months has been delayed until the second
year of life, 'bringing the added benefit of increased vaccine efficacy'.

Route of inoculation
Oral vaccines may be easier to administer and often more acceptable than injected
vaccines, but even the oral route does not ensure parental motivation.' Moreover, the
alleged superiority of local immunity, even for intestinal microbes such as the
poliovirus and Vibrio cholerae, is largely theoretical.v'? In fact, it is the serum anti-
body that correlates with immunity in the intestine.v' Furthermore, oral vaccines have
shown a lower efficacy, especially in many developing countries.v"

With the oral polio vaccine (OPV), Latin America has eliminated poliomyelitis
after many years of intensive vaccination in which children under 5 years of age have
received a mean of 10 doses of the vaccine, administered two or three times a year on
National Vaccination Days (NVDs).s.12 India may be able to achieve similar success.
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But if this strategy should fail, there is an alternative." Inactivated polio vaccine of
enhanced potency (IPV-E) needs only 4 or 5 doses, which offsets its higher cost per
dose; and, if incorporated with OPT as a quadruple OPT-polio vaccine, there is
reduced delivery cost also.'

Resurgence of tuberculosis and diphtheria
With tuberculosis, the view that delayed-type hypersensitivity correlates with immu-
nity is no longer tenable.' The efficacy of the BCG vaccine has varied in different
countries, perhaps because of the variation in BCG preparations, or because background
immunity from environmental bacteria may mask the effect of BCG in some
populations.' This could explain a higher efficacy with neonatal BCG.) There is now
a realization that antibodies may be at least as important as cellular immunity,' and
recent studies suggest that efforts may be focused on bacterial surface proteins.'

With diphtheria, there is no such ambiguity. The toxoid vaccine is the sole
requirement for protection. Resurgence in eastern Europe and parts of Asia have
resulted from political upheaval and breakdown of vaccination programmes."
However, serological surveys may grossly underestimate the level of population
immunity (especially in adults) as potent immunity endures long after antibody levels
have fallen." Thus, although adults may be involved in outbreaks of diphtheria,
children playa crucial role in transmission," as with pertussis."

Health and responsibility: Incentives
The WHO does not belittle the importance of individual lifestyle decisions for even
the poorest members of the cornmunity.' Nobody is compelled to indulge in drug
abuse or cigarette smoking. Similarly, the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) is
acquired mainly by sexual promiscuity, whether homosexual or heterosexual. As
WHO guidelines put it) 'sexual abstinence or absolute fidelity can eliminate that risk
of infection.' We do not need a vaccine for protection.

However, the diseases now preventable by vaccination are the ones that we cannot
voluntarily escape; and we need encouragement to use the vaccines available. The
media were particularly unhelpful in Britain and the USA during the 1970s. The over-
emphasizing of rare adverse reactions led to a disastrous fall in vaccine-uptake rates
for about 10 years, leading to resurgence of epidemics. 3 In contrast, Latin America has
enjoyed full support of the media for its highly successful NVOs in recent years.
(I took part in one of the first vaccination programmes on Indian television, more than
20 years ago.)

In the 1990s. a highly effective incentive was introduced in Britain:' those who
administered the recommended vaccines received financial bonuses for high uptake
rates. About 94% of infants are now completing these schedules. U

Conclusion
Effective vaccines do not depend on a full understanding of pathogenesis and
mechanisms of protection; 12 and we do not need perfect analysis of every component
of a vaccine. Stephen Evans has wisely observed: 'It is better to measure imprecisely
that which is relevant than to measure precisely that which is irrelevant.'

As the centenary of the Haffkine Institute approaches, let us sweep aside the
theoretical concepts which inhibit progress, and embrace the lessons from history
which tell us what actually works. As the cynic has said: 'It is all very well in practice,
but will it work in theory?'
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Unreported Trials: An Opportunity
Reports of properly conducted randomized controlled trials are the foundation of safe
and effective health care. However, a substantial proportion of all controlled trials
never contribute to this knowledge base because they are not submitted for publication.P
This fact has several important implications for patient care. First, under-reporting of
trials reduces the power of systematic reviews to detect moderate but clinically impor-
tant treatment effects. As a result, patients may be denied effective forms of health
care. Second, since trials that show more promising treatment effects are more likely
to be submitted for publication, research syntheses based on published studies can
give misleading conclusions about treatment effectiveness, thus exposing patients to
useless or even harmful therapies.' Finally, patients may be asked to participate in new
research studies designed to address questions that have already been answered."

Trials go unreported for a number of reasons: the most common is that investigators
think the results are 'not interesting', and it is well documented that trials with non-
significant results are substantially less likely to be submitted for publication. I Some-
times participant recruitment takes longer than anticipated, at the expense of time and
resources set aside for report writing; investigators may change jobs, with the result
that important work remains unfinished; or investigators may discover a published
trial on the same topic and conclude that their own results have become redundant.
Editors must also take some of the responsibility. There is a limit to the number of
reports that can be published and sometimes editors are forced to decline publication.
Many investigators regret not having published their trial results, and almost all when
contacted about unreported data are happy to provide it.

Because of the important consequences of unreported trials, the editors of nearly
100 international medical journals have joined together-Medical Editors Trial
Amnesty (META)-to call for the registration of these unreported trials. Investigators
should view this call as an opportunity to make the results of previously unreported
trials publicly accessible, thus having the potential to contribute to the scientific
foundation of health care. We urge all investigators with unreported trial data to
register their trial(s) by filling in and returning the unreported trial registration form.
We would like to register unreported controlled trials, including those that have been


